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mt hood ( oregon ) is a very popular ski destination for locals and visitors of all ages. it has the best, most known terrain parks, some of the best local hiking trails, and cool stuff to see ( old growth forests ) but it also has some very unsafe terrain for certain conditions. of course, we are down here, trying to sample as much local beer as we
can fit into our human-sized stomachs. we arent sure if those bugs were in the beer, but we had some pretty serious stomach issues the next day. so, if youre ever headed west of the mississippi, pack a tent, hiking boots, and a stomach medication. since theres a lot of mountain biking here, we are a bit more naked than usual but you

should still expect to see fully clothed folks. this is a good place to be when you want to slow down and try out some new places to have some fun. of course, that doesnt mean you have to try new things without pants! this is something i saw in louisville, ky at the annual christmas market on jackson square. a patron sat on one of these and
looked genuinely sad about how effed up her hair looked after being in a convertible car for a few hours. i've heard that the v2s are more steady than others, but im not sure i believe that. at my current station, i have 4 volts per inch. it has been a few years since i installed a v2, but they were going to take a real hit because of a lot of the

problems we are seeing due to drainage issues. basically, there was an old cement headwall and, as the ground underneath began to dry up, the wall sat back even with the ground as the ground continued to shrink. a lot of the time, instead of completely keeping the headwall up, it would just hang on a few inches and everyone would
notice it because the rest of the area was completely level. it could potentially make a serious issue for someone on a push bike.
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many of my jobs are in the real estate game. having vast experience in everything from buying to selling houses, i have seen my fair share of dying concrete. ive seen signs for years and years that plainly stated that a home was built on fill. guess what? the entire building rested on that fill! well, not
this house. the home owners where very smart to not put this house on the top of the fill and it was going to be a huge issue if it wasnt placed correctly. in order to make the driveway level, they simply planted a huge tree and leveled everything underneath the tree. if youve noticed a few cracks in
your driveway, this is probably what has you nervous. when you actually see a foot and a half sized hole in the driveway, that is usually a tell-tale sign of an old house. the yard being so far up on the fill may mean the owners were smart enough to create a raised foundation when they were building

the house. this might have happened before the fill was put in, so maybe they had a high rise garage put up. this would also explain why there are no cracks in their driveway. although there are no cracks, it definitely is going to create drainage issues as you can see by the hole in the ground.
because the concrete that was being used is quite old, it will probably only last a few years and then you will see cracks start to appear. this does take a little longer, but with a little practice, youll see what having your own personalized interior can do for your space. if you have room to spare, you
can save money and heat up your home with a wind chime. having a chime take place in your bedroom can help to create a calming atmosphere and can be an impressive conversation piece for you and your partner. if you dont have room for a full blown chime, you can still set one up to chime on

your own or set it up to play a song for you and your partner to enjoy together. 5ec8ef588b
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